COLUMBIA ENDORO RIDERS ASSOCIATION
45th SANDLAPPER ENDORO
March 1, 2020

ENTRY: ENTRY FEE IS $60 AFTER 2/05/20 ENTRY FEE IS $65. THIS IS A SETRA & FTR EVENT, MEMBERSHIP IS REQUIRED FOR. A ONE (1) DAY MEMBERSHIP IS AVAILABLE FOR SETRA $10, FTR MEMBERSHIP $50. AMA MEMBERSHIP IS REQUIRED BY ALL RIDERS.

RIDING POSITION: WILL BE ASSIGNED ON A FIRST COME FIRST SERVED BASIS. ENTRIES WILL BE ASSIGNED TO THE NEXT AVAILABLE ROW OR AS CLOSE TO ROW CHOICE AS POSSIBLE. 500 RIDER LIMITATION—ONLY FIVE RIDERS TO A ROW

START LOCATION: HOLLOW CREEK VFD - HOLLOW CREEK ROAD 12.5 MILES S/E OF PELION SC.
FROM I-26: TAKE 302 TO PELION, TURN LEFT ON US 178 TO HWY 3, TURN RIGHT ONTO HWY 3, GO ABOUT ONE MILE, TURN RIGHT ONTO HOLLOW CREEK ROAD, GO ABOUT 3.5 MILES TO START.
FROM I-20: TAKE US 178 TO HWY 3 TURN RIGHT ONTO HWY 3, GO ABOUT ONE MILE, TURN RIGHT ONTO HOLLOW CREEK ROAD, GO ABOUT 3.5 MILES TO START.

RUN: APPROXIMATELY 50-70 MILES LONG. 24 MPH AVG (2) GAS STOPS, SAND TRAILS THROUGH PINE FOREST, NO SWAMPS, RIDABLE BY ALL SKILL LEVELS. NOTE: ALL TRAILS ON PRIVATE PROPERTY. DO NOT RIDE BEFORE OR AFTER ENDORO.

REGISTRATION: SATURDAY 02/29/20 2:00 PM TILL 6:00 PM, SUNDAY 6:30 AM TILL 8:30 AM.

BIKES: MUST HAVE FORESTY APPROVED SPARK ARRESTER, MUFFLER THAT DOES NOT EXCEED AMA LIMITS. CERA WILL CHECK AT START, NO RIDE OR REFUND IF BIKE DOES NOT PASS INSPECTION!!!!!!!

CONCESSIONS: BY HOLLOW CREEK VFD.

CAMPING: PRIMATIVE CAMPING, NO CAMP FIRES OR HOOK-UPS. PORTA JONS AND WATER AVAILABLE.


INFO: GENERAL INFO: RICKY OR RHONDA DENNIS (803)788-4220 DAY, NIGHT SKIP WYMAN (803)356-4556

ROW INFO: RHONDA DENNIS --9:00AM - 5:00PM EASTERN STANDARD TIME ONLY (803) 788-4220

CHECKS: MAKE PAYABLE TO CERA OR COLUMBIA ENDORO RIDERS US FUNDS ONLY.
ENDURO ENTRY: PLEASE FILL OUT COMPLETELY AND LEGIBLY - SIGNATURE IS REQUIRED - SEND TO RHONDA DENNIS C/O MASTERCRAFT 10300 TWO NOTCH ROAD COLUMBIA SC 29229. PLEASE MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO C.E.R.A. NOTE: IF YOU WISH TO BE SCORED IN SETRA OR FTR, YOU MUST INCLUDE YOUR MEMBERSHIP NUMBER.

CIRCLE CLASS

AA 200 A 250 A OPEN A 40+ A 45+ A 50+ A 55+ A 60+ A
30+ A 200 B 250 B OPEN B 40+ B 45+ B 50+ B 55+ B 60+B
30+ B 200 C 250 C OPEN C 40+ C 45+ C 50+ C 35+ A (FTR) 60+C
30+ C WOMENS CLASS 65+ CLASS 70 BEGINNER(FTR) 35+B (FTR) 55+C

JR ENDURO (12-14 YEARS: 85CC-250CC) PARENT MUST BE RIDING ENDURO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

NAME: _______________________________ AMA # _______________ SETRA # _______________

ADDRESS: ____________________________________________________________________________ FTR# ________________________

CITY ___________________________ STATE: __________ ZIP ____________________________

PHONE: __________________ AGE: _______ MTC MAKE __________________ DISPLACEMENT: ______

ROW CHOICE: WILL BE ASSIGNED FIRST COME FIRST SERVED: ____________________________ PLEASE NO MORE THAN 5 PER ROW:

I DO HEREBY AGREE TO CONFORM AND COMPLY WITH THE RULES OF COMPETITION AS PUBLISHED BY SETRA AND AMA, AND ANY SUPPLEMENTAL RULES SET FORTH BY CERA. I FURTHER AGREE TO HOLD BLAMELESS SETRA, COLUMBIA ENDURO RIDERS ASSOCIATION OR OFFICERS THEREOF, THE CONTEST COMMITTEE, ALL OWNERS OF THE PREMISES OR ANY OFFICIALS OF THE EVENT FOR ANY LOSS OR INJURY TO MYSELF OR MY EQUIPMENT, NOR JOINTLY OR SOLELY RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ACCIDENT IN WHICH I MAY BECOME INVOLVED BY REASON OF MY PARTICIPATION IN THIS MOTORCYCLE ENDURANCE EVENT. CERA RESERVES THE RIGHT TO REJECT ANY ENTRY OR ENTRANT WHO, IN THEIR OPINION IS NOT FULLY QUALIFIED TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS EVENT. MY SIGNATURE ON THIS DOCUMENT CONFIRMS THAT I HAVE A MINIMUM OF $20000 HEALTH INSURANCE, THAT I HAVE A CURRENT MOTORCYCLE DRIVERS LICENSE AND LIABILITY INSURANCE.

I HAVE READ ALL OF THE ABOVE AND FULLY COMPREHEND ALL THAT I HAVE READ.

RIDERS SIGNATURE: ___________________________ (NO SIGNATURE, NO RIDE.)

(PARENT OR GUARDIAN SIGNATURE REQUIRED FOR MINOR RIDER UNDER 18 YEARS OLD)

NOTARY PUBLIC ____________________________

PARENT ____________________________ DATE: _______________ SEAL ____________________________

March 1, 2020 RACE

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION MUST BE PROVIDED FOR YOUR ENTRY TO BE PROCESSED: AMA MEMBERSHIP NUMBER ON ENTRY FORM. AS APPLICABLE, SETRA MEMBERSHIP NUMBER MUST BE ON FORM FOR RIDERS LIVING IN THE FOLLOWING STATES: SOUTH CAROLINA, NORTH CAROLINA, TENN., FLORIDA, ALABAMA AND GEORGIA.